




HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD 
DATE: September 30, 2016 

 
FILE NO.  HPB/COA – 16-04 (DTS#20160329) 

 
REQUEST:    Certificate of Appropriateness to allow demolition, 

repair and renovations to the Patten House     
 
PROPERTY OWNER:   Florida Department of Environmental Protection  
     Division of Recreation and Parks 
  
PROPERTY LOCATION:  3708 Patten Avenue, Ellenton FL   
 
YEAR BUILT:  1894 
 
FLORIDA MASTER SITE FILE: YES MA02023  
CONTRIBUTING STRUCTURE: YES. The house has been on the property since 
Gamble Plantation became a state historic site (1949) and has been interpreted as part 
of the site history for over 50 years. 
NATIONAL REGISTER: YES.  The Patten House is located within the Gamble 

Mansion grounds (#70000289). 
GAMBLE MANSION HISTORIC 
VISTA PROTECTION AREA: YES 
 
 
RECOMMENDED MOTION: 
 
After consideration of comments made and evidence presented during the review of this 
matter, the Manatee County Comprehensive Plan, and the Manatee County Land 
Development Code, I move to APPROVE the Certificate of Appropriateness with 
stipulations 1 - 3 to allow exterior renovations to the Patten House located on the grounds 
of the Gamble Plantation Historic State Park at 3708 Patten Avenue. 
  
STIPULATIONS: 
 
1. Any historical or archaeological resources discovered during development activity 

shall be immediately reported to the Florida Division of Historical Resources and 
treatment of such resources shall be determined in cooperation with the Division 
of Historical Resources and Manatee County. Treatment of the resources must be 
completed before resource disturbing activities are allowed to continue. 
 

2. The Patten House renovations shall be in substantial compliance with the design 
of the existing structure. 
 

3. All appropriate Building Department permits for demolition and restoration of the 
Patten House are required. 
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3708 BACKGROUND 
 
The land on which the Patten House was eventually constructed was part of a 160 acre 
land patent granted in 1847 to Robert Gamble, Jr. The property, which contained the 
Gamble Mansion and Sugar Mill, was sold in 1859 and then resold to Major George 
Patten in 1872. George Patten subdivided the Gamble property, deeded a lot to each of 
his children and named the resulting settlement “Ellenton” in honor of his daughter Ellen. 
 
After the death of Major Patten, his son Dudley and family moved into the Gamble 
Mansion. After Dudley’s mother passed away and the Gamble Mansion was in disrepair, 
Dudley constructed the Patten House, circa 1894, on property his father had deeded to 
him. 
 
The Patten House was constructed as a one-story, four-room frame cabin. A kitchen wing 
and additional bedroom were constructed to the rear of the home circa 1904. A second 
floor and Victorian style verandah were added in 1912. A non-historic bathroom addition 
was constructed in 1978. The structure was moved in 1970 north and east of its original 
location along the front drive to the mansion to open the vista between the Gamble 
Mansion and US 301.  
 
REQUEST 
 
The Patten House, a typical wood frame vernacular style, is now in need of structural 
repairs. The house will be braced and shored to allow repairs. 
 
The wood porches [front (1st & 2nd floors) and rear] and steps are unstable and need to 
be reinforced and reframed for safety concerns. The porches and steps will be removed 
and reconstructed to match their historic appearance including reuse of some 
components. All wood windows will be retained and restored as needed. All but two of 
the wood entrance doors will be retained and restored. Those two door openings, hidden 
by the roof of the back porch, will be widen to improve accessibility to the first floor. The 
entire 5-V crimp metal roofing system will be removed and replaced with a more period 
appropriate “standing seam” metal galvalume roof.  
 
During the renovations, if the existing siding is found to be damaged or rotted, those 
panels will be replaced as necessary. The replacement will be of same materials, profiles 
and finishes. Upon completion of the repairs/renovations, all exposed exterior wood will 
be repainted. The paint color will match as close as possible to the existing color.  
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The existing non-historic bathroom connected to the historic building is causing some 
moisture related damage to the historic fabric. The bathroom will be removed and rebuilt 
as a separate structure and will meet accessibility requirements. The rebuilt handicapped 
accessible toilet will be designed to be subordinate to, in scale with and visually 
compatible with the existing building. By removing the connecting roof between the rebuilt 
toilet and the Patten House, the restroom could be removed in the future with no impact 
to the historic house. 
 
The Patten House will retain its historic character-defining features. Any architectural 
elements that require replacement due to rot/insect damage will match existing features 
in design, profile, thickness and appearance. Design of replacement elements will be 
based on physical, pictorial and photographic evidence.  
 

#  #  #  # 
 

General Criteria for Granting Certificates of Appropriateness 
In approving or denying applications for Certificates of Appropriateness for alterations, 
new construction, demolition, or relocation, the Historic Preservation Board shall use the 
following general guidelines: 
 
 (1) The relationship between such work and other structures in the landmark 

Historical and Archaeological Overlay District or on the historic landmark; 
The request for the structural repairs and renovations of the Patten House will not 
have any effect on the structures in the Historical and Archaeological Overlay 
District or on any historic landmarks. The stabilization is necessary for safety 
concerns. Repairs will retain the historic features.   

 
(2)  The extent to which the historic, architectural or archaeological significance 

of the historical and archaeological overlay district will be affected; 
The HA overlay will not be affected by the structural repairs.  

 
(3) The extent to which the historic, architectural, or archaeological 

significance, architectural style, design, arrangement, texture, materials and 
color of the historic or archaeological landmark will be affected; 
The proposed work is based on carefully recording the historic appearance of the 
Patten House in Architectural style, colors, materials and design. 
 

(4) Whether the denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness would deprive the 
property owner of reasonable beneficial use of his property;  
Yes - denial of the Certificate of Appropriateness would deprive the property owner 
of reasonable beneficial use as the wood porches are unstable and need to be 
reinforced and reframed for safety reasons. The structure is currently closed to the 
public due to safety concerns. 
 

(5) Whether the plans may be reasonably carried out by the applicant. 
No problems are anticipated with construction, as the property owner will hire a 
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licensed contractor to perform the work. 
 
 
 

Additional Guidelines for Alterations 

a. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that 
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and 
environment.  

There will be no change in the existing use. The building will continue to be used 
for occasional public tours and meetings of the United Daughters of the 
Confederacy (UDC). 

b. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall 
be avoided.  

The property will retain its historic character defining features. Any architectural 
elements that may require replacement due to rot/insect damage will match 
existing features in design, profile, thickness and appearance.  

c. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. 
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural 
features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.  

No conjectural features are proposed as part of this work. All components have 
been researched and have documentary evidence to support proposed work. 

d. Most properties change over time; those changes which have acquired historic 
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.  

All of the historical wings of the Patten House will remain. Minor alterations made 
during the 1970 move will be retained and preserved, such as the foundation piers 
under the house. 

e. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.  

These character defining features will be preserved: siding, porches, roofing, 
ornament and trim, windows and entrance doors. 

f. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the 
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature 
shall match the old in design, color, texture and other visual qualities and, where possible, 
materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, 
physical or pictorial evidence.  

Replacement elements will match the original in design, color, texture, profile, 
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thickness and visual qualities. Design of replacement elements are based on 
physical, pictorial and photographic evidence.  

g. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to 
historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, 
shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.  

No chemical or physical treatments will occur.  

h. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and 
preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.  

Understood. FDEP maintains a program of archeological monitoring for any site 
excavation/disturbances.  

i. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy 
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from 
the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale and architectural features 
to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.  

The handicapped accessible restroom is designed to be subordinate to, in scale 
with and visually compatible with the existing building. 

j. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such 
a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 
property and its environment will be unimpaired.  

By removing the connecting roof between the HC bathroom and the Patten House, 
the new restroom structure could be removed in the future with no impact to the 
historic building. 
 
 
Attachments: 
 
1. Copy of proposed Certificate of Appropriateness 
2. Certificate of Appropriateness Application HPB/COA 16-04  
3. Photos – Existing Building 
4. Copy of FMSF MA02023 Listing 
5. Aerial Map –Gamble Vista Protection Area 
6. Copy of Newspaper Advertising  
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Manatee County Historic Preservation Board 
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS 
HPB/COA-16-04 (DTS# 20160329) 

 
PROJECT NAME:  THE PATTEN HOUSE at Gamble Plantation 
 
PROPERTY OWNER: Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) 
    Division of Recreation and Parks 
 
PROPERTY LOCATION: 3706 Patten Avenue, Ellenton, FL  
 
This is to certify that the Historic Preservation Board of Manatee County met in Regular 
Session on September 30, 2016 and reviewed the request for the above named project. 
 
The Board found the request for demolition, repair and renovations to the Patten House, 
located on Gamble Planation grounds, to be in substantial compliance with the Board’s 
adopted guidelines. Attachment “A” further defines the work to be completed. 
 
The Certificate of Appropriateness is APPROVED, subject to the following stipulations. 
 
1. Any historical or archaeological resources discovered during development 

activity shall be immediately reported to the Florida Division of Historical Resources 
and treatment of such resources shall be determined in cooperation with the 
Division of Historical Resources and Manatee County. Treatment of the resources 
must be completed before resource disturbing activities are allowed to continue. 
 

2. The Patten House renovations shall be in substantial compliance with the design 
of the existing structure. 
 

3. All appropriate Building Department permits for demolition and restoration of the 
Patten House are required. 

 
APPROVED THIS 30th DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016 
 
       

HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD 
      MANATEE COUNTY, FLORIDA 
 

 
BY: ______________________________________ 

 
 
ATTEST: ANGELINA COLONNESO 
  Clerk of the Circuit Court and Comptroller 
 
  
 BY: _________________________ 

Deputy Clerk  
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ATTACHMENT “A” 
 

Description of Demo/Repair/Renovation of The Patten House 
 

 
• The Patten House will be braced and shored to allow repairs. 
 
• The wood porches and steps will be removed and reconstructed to match 

their historic appearance including reuse of some components. 
 

• All wood windows will be retained and restored as needed.  
 

• All but two of the wood entrance doors will be retained and restored. 
 

• The other two door openings will be widen to improve accessibility to the 
first floor.  

 
• The entire 5-V crimp metal roofing system will be removed and replaced 

with a period appropriate “standing seam” metal galvalume roof.  
 

• Replace damaged or rotted siding panels of same materials, profiles and 
finishes.  

 
• All exposed exterior wood will be repainted. The paint color will match as 

close as possible to the existing color.  
 

• The existing non-historic bathroom will be removed and rebuilt as a 
separate structure and will meet accessibility requirements. The rebuilt 
handicapped accessible toilet will be designed to be subordinate to, in 
scale with and visually compatible with the existing building. 

 
The Patten House will retain its historic character-defining features. Any 
architectural elements that require replacement due to rot/insect damage will 
match existing features in design, profile, thickness and appearance. Design of 
replacement elements will be based on physical, pictorial and photographic 
evidence.  
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